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ABSTRACT The Domain Name System (DNS) is one of the most critical Internet subsystems. While the
majority of ISPs deploy and operate their own DNS infrastructure, many end users resort to third-party DNS
providers with hopes of enhancing their privacy, security, and web performance. However, bad user choices
and the uneven geographical deployment of DNS providers could render insecure and inefficient DNS
configurations for millions of users. In this paper, we propose a novel and flexible measurement method to
(1) study the infrastructure of recursive DNS resolvers, including both ISP’s and third-party DNS providers’
deployment strategies; and (2) study end-user DNS choices, both in a timelymanner and at a global scale. For
that, we leverage the outreach capacity of online advertising networks to distribute lightweight JavaScript-
based DNS measurement scripts. To showcase the potential of our technique, we launch two separate ad
campaigns that triggered more than 3M DNS lookups, which allow us to identify and study more than
76k recursive DNS resolvers giving support to more than 25k eyeball ASes in 178 countries. The analysis
of the data offers new insights into the DNS infrastructure, such as user preferences towards third-party
DNS providers (namely, Google, OpenDNS, Level3, and Cloudflare recursive DNS resolvers account for
∼13% of the total DNS requests triggered by our campaigns), and into deployment decisions of many ISPs
providing both mobile and fixed access networks to separate the DNS infrastructure serving each type of
access technology.

INDEX TERMS Internet measurements, DNS, and online advertisements.

I. INTRODUCTION
Internet users can leverage either the recursive DNS resolvers
provided by their ISPs or those offered by third-party
commercial DNS providers such as Google, OpenDNS,
or CloudFlare. In many cases, users resort to third-party DNS
providers hoping to enhance their performance, security or to
avoid censorship and surveillance. However, their choices can
render, in some cases, insecure and inefficient DNS configu-
rations [1], [2].

Understanding the global infrastructure of recursive DNS
resolvers, their behavior, and users’ DNS choices is critical to
identify common mistakes and inefficient deployment strate-

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Fabrizio Marozzo.

gies that can degrade users’ web experience, security, and pri-
vacy. The research community has devoted important efforts
to study infrastructural and performance aspects of the DNS
subsystem [2], [6]–[9]. However, previous measurement
methods failed to reach the fundamental scale, openness,
global coverage, and reproducibility requirements to charac-
terize the DNS infrastructure from the edge of the network.

In this paper, we adapt AdTag [10], an open, lightweight,
and flexible measurement methodology to overcome the lim-
itations found in previous DNS measurement methods. For
that, we use the rich suite of networking APIs and capabili-
ties offered by modern browsers to develop JavaScript-based
DNS measurement scripts that trigger a DNS resolution
process with an authoritative Name Server (NS) under our
control. To gather empirical data at a global scale and in
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TABLE 1. Comparison of our methodology, AdTag, with previous DNS measurement studies from the edge of the network. (*: active measurements).

a timely manner, we distribute our scripts through online
advertising campaigns which also enables performing tar-
geted experiments in regions of the world that were typically
underrepresented in previous studies.

We distribute our JavaScript-based measurements using
two small ad campaigns. With a $450 USD budget —a rel-
atively low amount for online advertising campaigns— we
could run 3.8M DNS measurements from 2.5M public IPs
(including both mobile and desktop users) distributed across
1M /24 IP prefixes from 25k ASes and 178 countries.1 These
experiments allowed us to identify 76k IP addresses hosting
recursive DNS resolvers across 49k /24 IP prefixes and 14k
ASes.2 Our pool of IP addresses provides us with large-scale
data of the global DNS infrastructure deployed both by ISPs
and third-party DNS providers, as well as unique information
about end users’ DNS configurations. Specifically, we use
our methodology to analyze three aspects of the global DNS
infrastructure:

1) We quantify the use of third-party DNS providers
around the world. We revisit end users’ motivations
to use commercial DNS providers rather than the
resolvers offered by their ISPs.

2) We explore the recursive DNS resolvers providing
service to users from 178 countries, including their
deployment strategies and global presence.

3) Finally, we compare the DNS infrastructure deployed
by ISPs that serve users connecting over mobile and
fixed networks.

The analysis of these aspects reveal new findings about
DNS recursive resolvers not reported so far:
• A significant percentage of Internet users resort to
third-party DNS providers. Namely, Google, OpenDNS,
Level3, and CloudFlare are responsible for ∼13% of
the DNS requests. We observe a notable increase in
the use of third-party commercial DNS providers by
users accessing the Internet from countries reported to
implement state-level censorship and mass surveillance.
These results suggest that end-users may perceive the
use of third-party DNS providers as a useful resource
for avoiding censorship despite the fact that regular DNS
traffic is being sent in the clear.

1We define an ‘‘eyeball AS’’ as any type of network in which an online
advertisement has been rendered. This might include commercial ISPs,
enterprise networks, or VPN services.

2The dataset is available to the community at http://dns-analytics.
netcom.it.uc3m.es:5000.

• For users accessing the Internet from outside of Europe
and North America, third-party DNS providers are more
likely to assign DNS resolvers located far from the user
(i.e., resolvers placed in other continents). The concen-
tration of commercial DNS resolvers in North America
and Europe may have an impact in the web experience
of users accessing the Internet from other world regions.

• Most ISPs providing both mobile and fixed-line access
tend to decouple the DNS infrastructures used to serve
their mobile and fixed networks. However, a few ISPs
deploy a single DNS infrastructure to serve both types
of services.

While the number of features studied in this paper is
limited, they successfully demonstrate the potential of the
proposed lightweight method to run global DNS measure-
ments.We are confident that stakeholders – from regulators to
researchers and industry – will benefit from this technology
to survey DNS usage trends, and to identify deployment and
performance problems, both at the granularity of specific
ASes and at a global scale.

II. RELATED WORK
Previous research efforts used three methods to study differ-
ent aspects of the recursive DNS infrastructure at a global
scale. Table 1 compares some of the most relevant studies
and techniques across four dimensions: scale and coverage
(i.e., ASes coverage, number of vantage points/measurement
nodes, and temporal length), measurement method, open-
ness, and scope (i.e., infrastructure, or performance
studies).
• Dedicated measurements infrastructure: Several
studies relied on dedicated vantage points provided by
measurements platforms such as PlanetLab or RIPE
Atlas [2], [3], [11], [12] to run active DNS scans. How-
ever, these studies are constrained by the actual physical
deployment of vantage points, and they are unable to
capture organic behavior from real end-user devices.

• Proprietary large-scale datasets: The only studies
with comparable scale and longitudinal coverage to
the one achieved by the measurement method pro-
posed in this paper used proprietary telemetry pro-
vided by major CDN providers, ISPs, and DNS
operators [4], [5], [8], [12]. While the results obtained
with this approach contributed to extend our understand-
ing of the DNS subsystem, these experiments can only
be performed by (or with the help of) a handful of
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companies owning planetary-scale infrastructure. As a
result, this data is often inaccessible for independent aca-
demic researchers and most practitioners. DNS observa-
tories have been recently developed and proposed by the
research community and operators to enable the access
to large-scale DNS data [13].

• Crowdsourcing tools: Previous research studies devel-
oped crowdsourcing measurements platforms to execute
active measurements through the proactive participa-
tion of the user. These studies leveraged different tech-
niques such as purpose-built java-applets, mobile apps,
or browser extensions [4], [7], [14]–[16]. Due to the
crowdsourcing nature of these tools and the limita-
tions of each platform, the data collected by these
studied is sparse both in space and time. Similar to
our proposed method, Godfrey et al. [17] developed
a JavaScript-based method to evaluate the proximity
between end-user clients and their recursive DNS that
runs in the background. They insert their JavaScript code
in websites, thus the coverage of their study is con-
strained by the number of users visiting the collaborating
websites.

III. MEASUREMENT METHOD
As we can see in Table 1, all previous DNS studies used
methods that fall short at meeting simultaneously the geo-
graphical and temporal scope, reproducibility, and openness
requirements. To overcome the limitations of the state-of-
the-art, we adapt AdTag [10], a flexible JavaScript-based
methodology to measure the global infrastructure of recur-
sive DNS resolvers and users’ DNS choices at a global
scale and in a short timescale. Our web-based measurement
method leverages a purpose-built lightweight JavaScript code
which probes the configured recursive DNS resolver from the
browser. Inspired by previousmeasurement efforts [18]–[21],
we embed our JavaScript code into display online ads to per-
form opportunistic network measurements from the vantage
point of the user.

A. JavaScript-BASED DNS MEASUREMENTS
We design and develop JavaScript-based online advertise-
ments to study the recursive DNS infrastructure of the user
by inserting a JavaScript code in the online ad that trig-
gers a DNS request to subdomain.dnserv.es. As there are no
JavaScript DNS-specific libraries to perform DNS lookups,
our code opens a new HTTP connection to trigger a DNS
lookup to our server in the same way as any regular advertise-
ment. Both the authoritative Name Server (NS) and the HTTP
server for dnserv.es are under our control. This allows us to
record in a lawful, privacy-preserving, and user-safe fashion
IP-level information3 of both the client (d) and the recursive
resolver (R). Figure 1 details the process.

3We only record the /24 subnetwork of the user, and the public IP address
of the recursive DNS resolver providing support to the user.

FIGURE 1. Method and data collection.

To guarantee that no caching along the whole DNS chain
occurs, either on the client DNS resolver or the recursive DNS
resolver, the subdomain of the domain resolution is a unique
string randomly generated in run time for each user. Upon
the reception of the DNS request from R, our Authoritative
NS: (1) reports R’s IP address and its subdomain to our log
server; and (2) responds with the A record to R, containing
the IP address of dnserv.es. The initial HTTP request will
finalize the process with a 404 error, as it will not be able
to find the random URL we inquire. Note that this HTTP
response is orthogonal to the ad being rendered, which is
fetched and displayed while we perform our measurements
in the background.

In parallel to the DNS resolution process, our JavaScript
code opens a connection with our log HTTP server (using
a different domain, yet hosted in the same machine) and
uploads a message that includes: the subdomain (to identify
the session), the User-Agent (UA) of the device, and (for
mobile devices only) the type of connection used as reported
by the Network Information API4 (e.g., cellular orWiFi). The
public IP address of the end device is obtained from the socket
connection on the server side so that we can (1) geolocate
at the country level, and (2) identify the network operator
(at the AS level) for both the user and the recursive DNS
resolver using MaxMind5. The random subdomain generated
for each user allows us to identify a unique session and
merge the data obtained from the NS and HTTP servers.
In short, the final tuple obtained for each DNS measurement
contains the following fields:

< R’s IP address, R’s AS, R’s country geolocation,
anonymized d’s public IP address, d’s AS, d’s country

geolocation, d’s type of connection6>

B. RUNNING DNS TESTS AT A GLOBAL SCALE
To obtain DNS infrastructure data and usage telemetry at a
global scale, we distribute our JavaScript-based tests using
online advertising campaigns. Such campaigns can be con-
figured and distributed through different kinds of ad-tech
providers like Demand Side Platforms (DSP) or ad networks.

4http://wicg.github.io/netinfo/
5https://www.maxmind.com
6The connection of devices using desktop browsers or using WiFi are

classified as fixed. Otherwise the connection is classified as mobile.
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Depending on the budget,7 it is possible to obtain between
millions to hundreds of millions of daily ad impressions
(i.e., DNS measurement samples) in real end-users’ devices.
A beneficial side effect of this distribution method is that ad
providers allow us to set up targeted ad campaigns defining,
for instance, a geographical location (country, region, or city)
or a specific device type or platform (mobile or desktop),
at any given time. As a result, the data collected through
this method is independent of volunteering users, and their
DNS configurations (including provider, transport method, or
platform).

C. DATASET
We run our DNS measurements by launching two ad cam-
paigns (27-04-2018 and 04-06-2018) without using the
location- and device-level targeting capabilities of modern ad
networks. The total cost of our campaigns was $450 (average
CPM8

∼$0.12). Despite our limited budget, we successfully
obtained 3.8M DNS measurement samples from 2.5M IP
addresses, covering 1M /24 IP prefixes from 25k different
ASes in 178 countries.9 The two campaigns allowed us to
unveil the presence of 76k different DNS recursive servers
distributed across 49k /24 IP prefixes in 14k ASes. We
made the dataset available to the community at http://dns-
analytics.netcom.it.uc3m.es:5000.

D. METHOD LIMITATIONS
Our current method and dataset present several limitations
which we describe below along with potential mitigation
mechanism.

1) The lack of targeting in the configured ad campaigns
results in a representative bias towards large ASes
with millions of customers (e.g., in the US). We can
tackle this natural bias with a higher investment in
targeted advertising campaigns to access underrepre-
sented ASes and countries like the case of Africa and
Oceania users.

2) Our IP geolocation effort is subject to the Maxmind’s
geo-mapping accuracy, which previous studies have
reported as good enough at the country granularity for
the majority of the cases [22]. We have also considered
RIPE IPmap,10 but the response time and coverage of
this service do not meet our requirements.

3) Our NS records the public IP address of the recur-
sive resolver and end user connecting, but it only sup-
ports IPv4. Additionally, we only record the public IP
address reported by our server, so we are unable to
pinpoint the actual location of those DNS resolvers

7The cost of an ad display campaign is defined based on the cost per
thousand ad impressions (a.k.a CPM). CPM can be as low as $0.01.

8CPM: Cost per thousand ad impressions.
9We compare our dataset coverage with the RSSAC02 metrics provided

by RIPE’s K-root DNS server (http://www-static.ripe.net/dynamic/rssac002-
metrics/2019/). This platform observes around 3M unique IP addresses daily,
so we can conclude that our dataset offers a representative picture of the DNS
subsystem.

10https://openipmap.ripe.net/

located behind a firewall, a DNS proxy, cascading DNS
deployments, or a Carrier-Grade NAT [23]. The pres-
ence of middleboxes can be inferred statistically – e.g.,
a significant large number of requests coming from a
given IP address. For this purpose, dedicated targeted
experiments can be run.

E. ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS
We are aware that the proposed methodology may raise
ethical concerns that we take seriously. We followed the
ethical guidelines defined by the network measurements [24]
and ICT research communities [25] when designing and
conducting the experiments. The two main ethical concerns
associated with the experiments relate to: i) the retrieval of the
public IP address of the end-user, which is considered PII by
the EU legislation [26]; and ii) the consumption of data and
energy in end user devices to run the measurements. As it is
not feasible to obtain explicit user consent, we anonymize the
IP address of the end-user to their /24 equivalent after extract-
ing its meta information (i.e., AS provider and country-level
geolocation). No other personal or sensitive data is collected.

The data volume cost of running a test is limited to
200 KBytes, a negligible data volume in comparison with
the overall data consumption associated with loading a web
page. Additionally, to the best of the authors’ knowledge,
the conducted experiments are compliant with the Terms
of Service of our ad provider and any applicable law. The
experiments and data collection practices described in this
paper have been supervised and approved by our institutional
Ethical Committee. Note that we have not defined any spe-
cific targeting set-up in our ad campaigns that might cause
any privacy damage to end users.

IV. DNS GLOBAL INFRASTRUCTURE
The first step in our empirical study is understanding the
infrastructure of the recursive DNS resolvers used by mil-
lions of Internet users from all over the world. The Top-
20 organizations hosting recursive DNS resolvers, based on
the sample obtained by our methodology, sorted by the num-
ber of unique IP addresses recorded are shown in Figure 2.11

According to the data, large commercial ISPs dedicate a
large IP pool for hosting their recursive DNS infrastructure.
However, the data also reveals that many Internet subscribers
from all over the world tend to modify the DNS configuration
of their devices to use third-party recursive DNS resolvers,
namely CloudFlare, Google, Level3, and OpenDNS. Many
other users seem to rely on recursive DNS resolvers hosted
in cloud providers such as Amazon. Our methodology does
not allow us to distinguish whether these cases are associated
with individuals and organizations deploying their own DNS
infrastructure, or if they are commercial DNS providers using
Amazon’s EC2 services to deploy their infrastructure.

11We state the name of the organization and in parenthesis the number
of DNS resolvers’ public IP addresses recorded and the country where the
organization operate. In the case of Public providers, we indicate so instead
of the country.
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FIGURE 2. Top 20 organizations by the number of public IP addresses
hosting recursive DNS resolvers.

FIGURE 3. Fraction of DNS requests triggered by users from relevant ISPs
(x-axis), served by machines hosted in their own infrastructure or
third-party DNS providers (y-axis).

These preliminary observations suggest that the actual pic-
ture of the DNS infrastructure providing support to end cus-
tomers per AS is diverse. The scatter plot in Figure 3 shows
for subscribers of 15 hand-picked representative ASes/ISPs
(x-axis) the ratio of DNS requests served by recursive DNS
resolvers deployed by each selected AS versus the number
of requests served by relevant third-party commercial DNS
providers (y-axis). The size of the circle shows the fraction
of the DNS lookups triggered by each type of resolver.

We can observe that most of the DNS requests observed by
our NS come from within the AS providing network access
to the user. However, there are differences in the ratio of
requests served by third-party DNS providers across ASes.
For instance, while over 80% of the subscribers of ISPs
like Comcast (US), or Orange (FR) use the ISP-provided
DNS infrastructure, over 50% of AT&T subscribers resort
to Google DNS. Similar patterns are observed for users
from ISPs in countries such as South Africa. Specifically,
19% and 58% of Liquid subscribers use the ISP-provided

and Google DNS resolvers, respectively. It is worth noting
that customers fromMobileNetworkOperators (MNOs) such
as Verizon (US) and T-Mobile (US) rely (almost) exclu-
sively in the recursive DNS infrastructure provided by their
operator. This might be due to the tight control over net-
work configurations enforced bymobile operators andmobile
platforms.

A. AS-DEPLOYED INFRASTRUCTURE
In this section, we study and compare high-level prop-
erties of the DNS infrastructure for 14k commercial
ASes.

1) GEOGRAPHICAL DISTANCE BETWEEN END-DEVICES
AND DNS RESOLVERS
The larger the distance between the end-user and the recursive
DNS resolver, the worst the customers’ Quality of Experi-
ence is likely to be [27]. To investigate potential topological
problems, we geolocate the IP addresses of end-user devices
and recursive DNS resolvers at the country-level using
Maxmind GeoIP database. Rather than measuring poten-
tially inaccurate geographical distances, potentially inaccu-
rate due to geo-location errors, we compute the fraction of
DNS requests that are handled by DNS resolvers located
(1) within the same country as the device generating the
request; (2) in a different country but within the same con-
tinent; and (3) in a different continent. Note that DNS res-
olutions processed in a different country and specifically
in a different continent are likely to produce significant
delays. We observe that 99% of the eyeball ASes in our
dataset resolve more than 95%DNS requests within the same
country.

2) LOAD BALANCING STRATEGY
ISPs and other organizations may deploy multiple recursive
DNS resolvers to cope with users’ traffic demands. To study
to what extent the eyeball ASes in our dataset implement a
load balancing strategy, we compute the Jain Fairness Index
– a metric to determine the fair share allocation of the servers,
bounded between 0 and 1 –, of the distribution of DNS
requests across the N recursive DNS resolvers deployed in
a given AS I .12 We refer to this metric as JFI (I ,N ). In this
analysis, we remove non-representative ASes and resolvers
to minimize statistical bias. Therefore, we consider over 2k
ASes whose deployed recursive DNS servers have resolved at
least 50 requests, and also over 2k individual DNS resolvers
that have received at least 10 DNS requests. Our results show
that 57% of the ASes present a JFI (I ,N ) ≥ 0.8 whereas
just 2% present JFI (I ,N ) ≤ 0.4. This observation con-
firms that most ASes commonly implement load balancing
strategies.

12As mentioned above, we are not able to individually analyze cases in
which multiple resolvers are hosted behind the same IP address.
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TABLE 2. DNS infrastructure metrics continent-based for the users using
Public DNS resolvers.

B. THIRD-PARTY DNS PROVIDERS
As presented in section IV, third-party DNS providers play
a relevant role in the DNS subsystem worldwide. Pre-
vious studies performed small-scale experiments to com-
pare the performance of commercial DNS providers with
ISP-provided ones [8]. We now present a large-scale study
of the use and infrastructure of popular third-party DNS
providers; namely Google, OpenDNS, Level3, and Cloud-
Flare. In particular, we computed our coverage of the DNS
infrastructure for these third-party providers compared with
the /24 IP blocks publicly announced by Google DNS,13

OpenDNS,14 and Cloudflare,15 and we obtained 75%, 79%,
and 43% overall coverage, respectively.

1) USE OF THIRD-PARTY DNS PROVIDERS
13% of the global DNS requests handled by our NS come
from 21% of the /24 IP prefixes in our dataset which belong
to the four considered third-party commercial DNS providers.
Among the four providers, Google is the most popular one
by attracting almost 75% of all the requests coming from
commercial providers. These figures contrast with previous
results. In 2012, TurboBytes reported that 8% of users (at
the IP level) use Google and Open DNS resolvers [28]. Sim-
ilarly, Geoff Houston showed that Google’s DNS adoption
was around 7% in 2013 [21]. If we consider these reported
numbers as a reference, our results suggest that in around
5 years the userbase (i.e., IP addresses) using third-party DNS
providers has increased by 85%.

2) MOTIVATION FOR USING THIRD-PARTY DNS PROVIDERS
There are significant geographic differences in the adoption
of third-party DNS resolvers. Table 2 shows the percentage of
DNS requests handled by our NS coming from commercial
resolvers in each world continent. When analyzing at the
country-level, we can observe that developing countries tend
to present the largest adoption of commercial providers. The
research literature suggests that end-users resort to commer-
cial DNS resolvers to obtain better performance and reliabil-
ity [29], or to circumvent censorship and obtain better privacy
protection [30]. In this section, we study whether our dataset
supports these adoption motivations:
• Performance: One may interpret that the poor per-
formance offered by the recursive resolvers deployed
by ISPs may motivate their users to use third-party

13https://developers.google.com/speed/public-dns/faq
14https://www.opendns.com/data-center-locations/
15https://www.cloudflare.com/ips/

providers. However, our dataset suggest that the use of
third-party DNS providers in developing countries may
impair DNS and web performance. Table 2 shows the
percentage of DNS lookups resolved by our NS com-
ing from ISP-provided and third-party DNS resolvers
per continent. We also show the percentage of requests
served by resolvers — both ISP and third-party DNS
resolvers— hosted in a different continent than that
of the end user. As we can see, the percentage of
DNS queries coming from ISP-provided DNS resolvers
hosted in a different continent than that of the end
user is consistently below 0.5%, regardless of the con-
tinent. However, when users resort to third-party DNS
providers, this percentage varies greatly from one to
another. Over 84% and 98% of the DNS queries served
by third-party DNS resolvers for African and Ocea-
nian users are resolved by servers hosted in a different
continent, respectively (even for providers support-
ing IP anycast). For European and North Ameri-
can users, this percentage never exceeds 7% of the
total queries resolved by our NS. This result sug-
gests that due to the concentration of commercial
DNS resolvers in Europe and North America, a sig-
nificant number of users accessing the Internet from
technologically and economically developing regions
are likely to experience a higher DNS lookup time,
and as a result, a poorer web experience. Therefore,
the argument of performance improvement does not
seem to justify the use of third-party commercial DNS
providers.

• Censorship: The research literature suggests that Inter-
net censorship and mass surveillance may incentivize
the utilization of third-party DNS providers by end
users [29]. We hypothesize that the use of third-party
DNS providers is, consequently, higher in countries
restricting Internet freedom and human rights. To val-
idate this, we compare the use of third-party commer-
cial DNS providers as seen by our NS with Reporters
Without Borders’ (RWB) World Press Freedom index
per country.16 RWB’s freedom index groups countries
into 5 categories, Good, Fairly Good, Problematic, Bad
and Very Bad, according to their degree of media and
press freedom as shown in Figure 4. We only con-
sider 94 world countries for which we have successfully
recorded at least 100 DNS lookups. This analysis reveals
that themedian use of commercial DNS providers is over
10% in countries qualified as Good and Fairly Good
by RWB’s freedom index. However, for those catego-
rized as Problematic, Bad, and Very Bad, the median
usage is over 16%. This observation suggests that many
users from all over the world resort to commercial DNS

16https://rsf.org/en/ranking. RWB’sWorld Press Freedom uses six indica-
tors to estimate the degree of press and media freedomworldwide: pluralism,
media independence, censorship, legislative framework, transparency, and
infrastructure.
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FIGURE 4. Distribution of the percentage DNS requests recorded by our
NS as coming from third-party DNS providers across countries grouped by
their Reporters Without Borders World Press Freedom index category.

providers to enhance their privacy and security, and
avoid Internet censorship.

3) COMPARISON OF THIRD-PARTY DNS PROVIDERS
We conclude this section with a comparison of the IP infras-
tructure of third-party commercial DNS providers using the
metrics introduced in section IV-A. We observe that Cloud-
flare’s infrastructure offers the best replica assignment based
on geographic distances (78% requests resolved within the
country) and an almost perfect load balancing across its
resolvers (JFI = 0.94). On the other hand, Google DNS
resolves 71% (10%) of the requests in other countries (con-
tinents) and presents an unbalanced load across its servers
(JFI = 0.28). We conjecture that these results might be due
to two causes: 1) the overall traffic load of the provider –
in particular, Google handles 86 times more requests than
Cloudflare in our dataset (364k vs. 4.2k requests), particularly
from developing countries; and 2) the notorious difference in
the businessmodels of these providers – as opposed toGoogle
DNS, Cloudflare’s DNS service is associated with its CDN
services. Exploring in depth each one of these aspects would
require conducting further experiments which we leave for
future work.

C. MOBILE VS. FIXED ISPS
We conclude our paper with a comparative analysis of the
DNS infrastructure provided by ISPs offering both mobile
and fixed-line (e.g., DSL and Cable) network access. We use
the mobile browser’s Network Information API to distinguish
mobile from fixed subscribers. Using this signal, for those
subscribers that provide the information required, we can tell
that we have 78% (22%) of fixed (mobile) connections in our
dataset.

We compare the overall size of the DNS infrastructure
allocated to serve mobile and fixed users. Our results reveal
that 98% and almost 16% of the observed IP addresses host-
ing recursive DNS resolvers serve both fixed and mobile
subscribers. Only 84% and 2% of the recursive resolvers’

FIGURE 5. Percentage of recursive DNS resolvers for ISPs offering both
fixed and mobile network access that serve both access technologies or
just one of them.

IPs are exclusively dedicated to fixed and mobile networks,
respectively.

Most of the large ISPs like Telefonica, Orange, Veri-
zon and AT&T provide both mobile and fixed services.
We, therefore, study more in depth the infrastructural com-
monalities for this type of dual ISP. To obtain statisti-
cally representative results, we restrict our analysis to the
set of 202 ISPs for which our NS has recorded at least
20% of DNS requests coming from the least representative
type of network access technology (i.e., mobile or fixed),
as reported by the Network Information API. Then, for
each ISP, we compute the percentage of recursive DNS
resolvers that are shared (i.e., they serve requests from both
the mobile and fixed networks) and dedicated (i.e., they
serve requests exclusively from either mobile or fixed
network).

Figure 5 shows, for each one of the considered ISPs the
percentage of shared (y-axis) and dedicated (x-axis) recur-
sive DNS resolvers. Each ISP is represented by a circle in
the figure and its diameter is proportional to the number
of IPs hosting recursive resolvers in the eyeball AS in our
dataset. Interestingly, we observe a clear trend in which ISPs
providing dual access tend to use dedicated DNS resolvers
for their mobile and fixed networks. Some examples are NTT
Docomo (JP), and Vivo (BR) where 97% and 85% of their
DNS infrastructure seems to be dedicated according to our
measurements, respectively.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that only a few ISPs
such as Telecom Italia and Skynet Belgium deploy a
single DNS infrastructure to serve both types of users:
79% and 73% of their DNS resolvers serve both fixed
and mobile users, respectively. While answering whether
this deployment strategy is motivated by economic or per-
formance reasons is outside of the scope of this paper,
our analysis demonstrates the potential of our methodol-
ogy to perform large-scale analyses to identify new research
questions.
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V. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a reproducible, lightweight, and
cost-effective measurement technique suitable to study the
global DNS infrastructure and their usage by regular users.
Our JavaScript-based methodology leverages the outreach
potential of online advertising networks to distribute and run
lightweight DNS tests at a global scale, in a timely manner,
and from the vantage point of the user.

We run two small measurement campaigns to demonstrate
the potential of the proposed methodology and highlight its
ability to gain new insights into the deployment strategies
followed by ISPs from all around the world, and user adop-
tion choices. Our empirical results indicate that 13% of the
global DNS lookups are resolved by third-party commercial
DNS providers like Google DNS rather than by ISP-provided
DNS resolvers. Our study suggests that such adoption is not
driven by performance gains, but likely as a mechanism to
enhance privacy, and circumvent censorship and surveillance
in oppressive countries. We also show that ISPs providing
both mobile and fixed access tend to decouple the DNS
infrastructure serving each type of network access.

The proposed methodology opens new avenues for inves-
tigating the infrastructure, robustness and user trends in the
DNS subsystem at a global scale and, as a result, inform
operators, standardization bodies, and regulators.
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